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A Fast Reactor Transient Analysis Methodology
for PCs:

Volume 1. The Computational Model

by

K. O. Ott

Abstract

The simplified ANL model for LMR transient analysis, in which point kinetics as well as

lumped descriptions of the heat transfer equations in all components are applied, is converted

from a differential into an integral formulation. All differential balance equations are implicitly

solved in terms of convolution integrals. The prompt jump approximation is applied as the

strong negative feedback effectively keeps the net reactivity well below prompt critical.

After implicit finite differencing of the convolution integrals, the kinetics equation assumes

the form of a quadratic equation, the "quadratic dynamics equation." This model forms the basis

for GW-BASIC program, LTC, for LMR Transient Calculation program, which can effectively

be run on a PC. The GW-BASIC version of the LTC program is described in detail in Volume 2

of this report.



I. Introduction

Traditionally, transient analyses for LMR safety investigations require the application of

large code systems, such as the Safety Analysis System, SAS (e.g. Pcfs. 1-3). These programs

are written for main-frame computers involving in earlier versions typically 10,000 and in later

more sophisticated versions more like 100,000 lines of coding. The physical phenomena

encountered during the classical "unscrammed" transients, such as TOP (Transient Over-Power),

LOF (Loss of Row) and LOHS (Loss of Heat Sink), are modeled in these codes in great detail.

Generic problems with such large codes are the verifiability and the interpretation of the

results. An experimental verification is rather indirect and more qualitative in nature, and is

therefore applicable only to the investigation of major uncertainties in physical models. The

more direct verification is within the computational model development itself. In addition to

meticulous testing of isolated portions of the program, the interpretation and the plausibility of

the results play a crucial and independent role. Such a detailed code verification generally

requires the broad expertise of an actual code developer.

The results of transient analyses affect a large variety of activities, ranging from conceptual

to actual design, safety reviews and licensing evaluations, to applications in off-normal

operations management. To support these activities it is desirable to have a simpler and more

transparent transient analysis model available (JfMarchaterre4, J.E.Cahalan5). This papa-

addresses the development and application of such a model for transients in which the reactor

does not become prompt or superprompt critical. This comprises most of the range of transients

of interest in the safety analysis of a modem LMR (Liquid Metal Cooled Reactor), which are the

basis of the IFR (Integral Fast Reactor) program (see Sec 11.2).

The two major approximations that are consistently applied in the presented model

development are:

• the neglect of any temporal variations of spatial distributions of neutron flux (point-reactor

model), of power, temperature and flow distributions within the various components,

applying the simplified LMR transient analysis model, formulated by J. E. Cahalan 6, and

• the prompt jump approximation (PJA) to the neutron flux and power calculation.

In addition to these basic approximations, refined mathematical formulations are employed
in the solution of the kinetics and heat transfer equations:



The differential kinetics equations are cast into the form of integral equations which

represent an implicit solution for the fission power, the fission power is expressed by an

arrangement of convolution integrals over the fission-power "history" yielding the "integral

kinetics equations" (see Sec. II.2). This formulation employs a unified description of the delayed

neutron source, of decay heat and of the delayed feedback reactivity (see Sec. II. 1).

Solving this initial value problem requires advancing the convolution integrals step-by-step,

applying previously calculated power values. An implicit scheme is applied for this step-by-step

advance (see Sec. II.3 and App. A). The fission power is obtained as a solution of a quadratic

equation in which the coefficients depend only on the neutron flux (or power) history (see Sec.

II.3).

The formulation of the reactor dynamics equations as a quadratic equation for the fission

power hinges on description of the various delayed reactivity feedback components by

convolution integrals. Section III is devoted to this feedback reactivity description. The flow

loop and the associated temperature calculations are presented in Sec. IV.

Section V addresses the question of a gradual realization of quasistatic approximation of

feedback reactivities, of delayed neutron groups and of decay heat contributions. Several levels

of "quasistatic" approximations are investigated and criteria are given for their applicability.

The simplifications listed above together with the implicit mathematical formulations and the

unified description of delayed neutrons, feedback delays and decay heat yield a concise and lucid

form of the transient mathematics. As large time steps (typically one to many seconds) can be

employed in this algorithm, the entire computation time is reduced considerably compared to the

requirements of a program solving the underlying differential equations by finite differences.

Then, these transient analyses can be readily performed on a Personal Computer. A program for

an IBM XT, written in GW-BASIC, is briefly outlined in App. B. It comprises about 1200 lines

of coding. Details are presented in a Manual, Ref. 7. A version in C has been programmed by

M. E. Boemer (Ref. 8).

Some computational results are presented in Sec. VI., "Numerical Investigations." All

questions addressed in Sec. VI pertain to the model, its accuracy and its possible limitations

resulting from the prompt jump approximation. A summary of the main results concludes the

paper.



n. Calculation of the Fission Power

n.l Unified Description of Delayed Neutrons, Decay Heat and Delayed Feedback

The possibility of a unified description of the production of delayed neutrons, of decay heat

and of delayed feedback reactivity in the various reactor components comes from the fact that all

these phenomena can be described in a good approximation by die same type of ordinary

differential equations. Although the general balance equations of the phenomena are partial

differential or integro-differential equations in space and time, in the relatively compact core of

an LMR as well as in its various structural components, the space dependencies of the power and

temperature distributions are invariable with time in a good approximation. Therefore, these

distributions can all be lumped into "point" quantities. This then leads to inhomogencous, first

order differential equations, with constant coefficients and time dependent sources or forcing

functions, as outlined in the following:

Delayed neutrons are emitted after p-decay of precursors, which had been for prior fissions

across the core. In a relatively small LMR the spatial distributions of the precursor populations

during a transient are virtually constant in time. Thus, the "lumped" precursor population can be

described by a time-function alone. Let £*(') denote the lumped precursors of delay-group k,

i.e., their lumped density distribution divided by the lumped nominal fission rate (see Ref. 9 for

the detailed derivation and the definition of all terms). In the balance equations the rate of

change equals the production minus the decay rates:

C*(0 = -X*Ct(0 + P*P/<0, (for* = l ••• 6). (1)

In Eq. (1), ^ is the decay constant and p* the (effective) precursor fraction for delay-group k;

Pf(t) is the relative fission power. Equation (1) is a direct consequence of the main assumption of

the "point" reactor model, the invariability of the flux shape with time.

Decay heat results from the energy of electrons and associated gamma rays that are emitted

in P-decays of a fission product nuclei. Again, these fission products, which have been produced

in prior fissions across the core, have a nearly invariable space distribution during a transient.

They can therefore be lumped in the same way as the delayed neutron precursors. Six effective

groups with different time constants, Xk, appear to be adequate to describe the variation of the

decay heat during transients. Let hk{t) be the relative latent energy in decay-heat group k. The

balance equation is fully analogous to Eq. (1):

h\{t) = -Xk hk(t) + Ptpfit) (for k = 7 • • • 12) , (2)



with 0* (* = 7 %"" 12) being the fraction of fission product energy deposited in decay-heat
group k.

Reactivity Feedback is caused essentially by two phenomena, Doppler broadening of nuclear

resonances and thermal expansion of coolant and of various structural elements. Other feedback

phenomena as they result from boiling or material motion do not appear in the class of transients

considered in this analysis. Doppler broadening requires the heat-up of the fuel rods, thermal

expansion effects result from the heat-up of the sodium coolant or of structural elements such as

load-pads, control-rod drive line, grid-plate or vessel.

Assuming the space dependencies of the temperature fields across the core and within each

of the components to be independent of time allows a lumping of the partial differential

equations into ordinary (first order) differential equations for the changes of the respective

average temperatures:

bfk(t) = -Xk6Tk(t) + XkDk(t) (fork > 12). (3)

In Eq. (3), X* is a time constant for heat transfer and Dk(t) is the driving or forcing function of

the dimension of a temperature.

II.2 Source Multiplication Formula for the Fission Power

n.2.1 The Integral Equation for the Fission Power

As discussed in the Introduction, the reactivity variations considered in this analysis are

below 1$. Furthermore, the practically possible reactivity variation rates are small as they

require some mechanical motion. Therefore, the prompt jump approximation (PJA) of the point

kinetics equation for the relative fission power, p/(t), is highly accurate for these transients as the

extremely small magnitude of Apj(t) does practically not affect the solution of the kinetics

equation. Here, A is the mean neutron generation time,/>/</) the derivative of the relative fission

power.

The kinetics equation

= [p (0 - P]P/(O + * ( f ) + * (4a)

can then be approximated by their PJA-form:

* • (4b)



In Eqs.(4), p(f) is the reactivity, P the effective delayed neutron fraction and sj(t) is the relative
delayed neutron source, which results from the radioactive decay of the six groups of precursors,
and s is an independent source of the dimension of a relative power.

The precursor balance equations [(Eqs. (1)] can be formally solved, expressing £*(r) by a

convolution integral over the fission power. The decay rate (A*C*) of all precursor groups gives

the delayed neutron source:

i) W l 0 t ' . (5)

The integral describes the precursor population at time t, composed of the earlier production

rate, pjtP/^O. times the probability (given by the exponential function) that the precursors

produced at time / ' are still present at time t

The kinetics equation for the PJA, Eq. (6), allows us to express pj(i) in terms of a time

dependent source multiplication formula (Ref. 9):

(6)

Equation (6) is an implicit solution for pft), as it still contains pft') on the right side under the

convolution integral as well as in the feedback reactivity component of p(f). This formula is

being used for a stepwise advance of pj(t), employing the earlier calculated p / O values under

the convolution integral (and in the reactivity as well). The function pft*) has to be extrapolated

through the last time interval in the intergrands of the convolution integrals.

In order to obtain the relative total power the decay heat rate A«(0» has to be added to the
fission power, p/(t):

(7)

Summing up the implicit solutions of Eqs. (2) gives for the decay heat rate

Pdhd) = Z fit** / p / r > " M ' " ° dt . (8)

Thus, the total power is obtained as



Pit)
P-p(O

-**('-O 12

+ 2 P*** /

One generally assumes a stationary state prior to the onset of a transient at t = 0. Equation
(9) applied to t = 0 with pit) = 0 for r £ 0) and p / (r' £ 0) =/yo, being constant yields initially

Po = V + $k)Pfo . (10)

where PA is the decay heat fraction that is added to the initial fission power. The miniscule

spontaneous fission source (of about lOmW, see below) is neglected in the initial condition, as it

does not affect the first eight digits.

n.2.2 Feedback Description

The total power, p (t), is the basis for the calculation of the various temperature fields, and

thus for the description of the reactivity feedback. The detailed description of the reactivity

feedback components is deferred to Sec. III. Here only the general form is presented. As all

feedback in this model results from changes in temperature fields, the general formula for the

feedback reactivity, p/(r), is

(for* > 12) , (lla)

where the p* (for k > 12) are temperature coefficients and STk(t) are mean changes in

temperature. Inserting the solutions of Eqs. (3) gives pj{t) in a form which is directly analogous

to sd(t) per Eq. (5) and pait) per Eq. (8):

P/') = 2 PA* j D t f r V * ^ dt' . (1 lb)
*>12 0

The forcing functions Dk are described in detail in Sec. HI.

II.2.3 The Fission-Power Source Multiplication Formula

Inserting Eq. (lib) in Eq. (6) and adding an "external reactivity" px(t) gives the complete
implicit solution for the fission power in form of a source multiplication formula



*>12

The notation Vk(t) is introduced for the convolution integrals:

t

(12)

Vk(t) = Xk j pfit^^dt' (* = 1 • • • 12) (13a)

and

j * ( ' ' ' ) . (13b)j
o

The delayed neutron source can then be written as

s/f) = £ h Vk(f), (14a)

and the feedback reactivity feedback as

(14b)
*>12

The source multiplication formula for pfo), Eq. (12), can then be expressed in the concise form

( 1 5 a )

Jt>12

The same notation is applied to the decay-heat rate formula, Eq. (8), giving

Att(0=2P*V*(r) • (15b)

n J The Finite Difference Formulation

The advantages of solving the integral rather than the differential form of the physical
balance equations becomes most apparent in the step-by-step advancing of the solution of the
initial value problem. In a differential equation



the step size Af is generally dictated by the rate of change, i.e., by Xf. In a straight forward

procedure, XAr has to be much smaller than the one: XAf < 1.

In the corresponding integral equation

/(0=

in which g(t') is approximated within Ax by a polynomial expression, the integrals over the

exponential functions are carried out and analytically (see the resulting "moments" in Eqs. (19b-

d)). This makes the accuracy of the step-by-step advance largely independent of X. In the

transition toward an asymptotic state, when g (r) becomes slowly varying, XAr may exceed 100.

II J . I Finite Difference Evaluation of the Delayed Neutron Source

The point kinetics equation in the prompt jump approximation, Eq. (4b), has at first been

converted in an implicit solution as a source multiplication formula, Eqs. (12) or (14). The

convolution integrals depend on the power history, pj(tr), with t'<*t. During the solution

procedure Pf is known at all times / ' < t, the value of pj(i) itself needs to be found by

extrapolation.

The numerical evaluation uses time steps, Atn = rn+1 - tn. Supposep/(t) has been calculated

up to t = tn. Finding P/(tn+\) requires an extrapolation through the interval tn to tn+\ based on

the previously calculated values pj{t') with t' £ tn. The largest error of this extrapolation would

be at the end of the interval, i.e., at (t' = tn+i). Unfortunately, the exponential functions in the

integral of the convolution integrals have their largest value (equal to one) also at the end of the

interval, leading to a situation where the largest extrapolation error would coincide with the

largest weight

This disadvantage can be circumvented by an implicit finite differencing scheme, in which

the pf - value at the end of the interval, i.e. p/(tn+i), is applied in the pf - approximation in the

interval tn+\. For the derivation of the implicit time-step advancing scheme, all convolution

integrals containing p/r ' ) are written as recursion formulas

(.
Vk(tn+l) = \k J P / ( f > " M ' " + 1 " ' V + 8VA(fB+1) , (16a)

with



10

' . • 1

***"1 - ° dt'. dob)

The integral in Eq. (16a) is calculated from the previous convolution integral, giving

Vk(tH+l) = Vtfc,)*-***' + 8Vt(rn+1) , (17)

with

A parabolic approximation of/)// ') , based onpfit') for tn-\,tH and /„+!, is applied in Eq. (16 b):

P/<0 =PfitH) +P/(tH) (/' - rn) + fl2C - ' J 2 • (18a)

The value of a-i is determined fromp/r^+i):

P/(ibii+i)-pjX:+i) + tf2A4 (18b)

with p/(fn+i) being the linear extrapolation at tH+\:

One obtains

«2 = ( P A + I ) - P / ( ^ + I ) ) - ^ j - • (18d)

Insertion of Eqs. (18) in Eq. (16b) gives

oVk(tH+l) =p/rn)M0 +pj{tn)Ml - P ^ 2
+ 1 > A f 2 + P /^2

+1>M2 , (19a)

with the "moments"

= ^ J <r-M /-+ l"'V =1-*"***" (19b)

= Xt j (f - tn)e-Ut^ ~ n dt' = Atn -MQ/Xk (19c)

it'-tnf e~Ut^'° A ' - A i J - ^ / S l * . (19d)
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Thus, all convolution integrals of the form of Eq. (16a) can be expressed by a term

depending on the fission power history, AH, and a "present" term, Ap ti

H l f , (20a)

with

% *" pfa+iWi/tol (20b)

(20c)

Equations (20) give for the delayed neutron source at tH+\:

6 6

ZMf (21a)

or more concisely

with

+i) (22a)

(22b)

As an example of the changes during an interval At, the fastest decaying precursor group is

considered, with its decay constant of Xg * 3.6/5. With time steps starting with At = 1$ and

increasing to 32 seconds in the slower phases of a transient, the corresponding exponential

function dies completely away within the larger interval; e.g. XAt * 115 yields at the front-end of

the At - interval (tn) as exponential weight, exp (- 115)»10"50 compared to 1.00 at fn+i.

II.3.2 The Finite Difference Form of the Feedback Reactivity

The feedback reactivity is also expressed by a term proportional to the "present" p/-value and

a term based on the available "historical" information in full analogy to Eq. (21b):

The derivation of Hpf and Pp/ is presented in Sec. III.2. Here, the contribution to / / p / and Pp/

are only discussed qualitatively:
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The feedback resulting from a change in power has two components, pjit') and fta(f')• Only

the former contributes to Ppf. The decay-heat power, Pa,(.t% comes from Pfit") - values for

t" £ t'. Thus, its effect on p/ (tH+\ )has a zero weight, as Pf{t") appears under a double integral.

Therefore, pn, contributes only to //p/ .

From all feedback reactivities only the Doppler effect and the unconstrainted axial fuel

expansion contribute to Ppf. All other feedback effects involve heat transfer which eliminates

the direct P/itH+\) contribution.

The feedback resulting from a change in inlet temperature, STi, is only related to prior p/-

values, as it is "retarded" by the coolant flow time. A//,, between core outlet and inlet; Aft,, is

about 25 seconds. Thus, there is no p/(f«+i) contribution and all 8T,-related feedback is counted

inHpf.

Additional forcing functions appear in the treatment of the coolant flow loop, leading to

control-rod drive line and vessel expansion. They are introduced below. All of these feedback

reactivities are part of Hpf.

n.4 The Quadratic Reactor Dynamics Equation

Inserting Eqs. (21b) and (23) in Eq. (15a) brings this source multiplication relation in the

form

Multiplying with the denominator and rearranging the terms yields the quadratic reactor
dynamics equation

pj(tn+i) -R(tn+i)Pf(tn+i) + Q(tn+i) = 0, (25a)

with

R(tn+1) = [p - Pxft.+i) - Hpf - Pso]lPPf (25b)

and

Q(tn+i) = [nsD(tn+i) + s]/Ppf . (25c)

The solution of Eq. (25a),



- 4(2 ] . <26>

is the fission power at tH+l. The right side of Eq. (26) is completely determined by the power

history.

During unscrammed LOF and LOHS transients the reactivity may be significantly negative

for many hours; the fission power drops then down to the level upheld by the source

multiplication of the spontaneous fission source, s (see Rcf. 10). The value of the spontaneous

neutron source for a 900 MWth reactor has been estimated for a typical plutonium loading to be

(Ref. 10):

. (27)

Converting S^f into a power, P^, yields

1 Wf

~ - V iTT *10 mW • (28)
v * 3.11010 fissions

With Pgpf - 10 m W the independent source in Eq. (24), to be taken as die relative value, is

s = « l . l
9 0 0 MW

( 2 9 )

The limited accuracy o f PCs does not allow a calculation of very small / ^ v a l u e s from die
solution o f the quadratic equation, Eq. (26). With R being large and negative, and Q being very
small and negative, die first eight digits of R are cancelled by the square root, resulting in a
meaningless residue. The failure o f the solution formula for the quadratic equation comes from
the fact that, Eq. (25a) is then practically a linear equation with the solution

J • (30a)

The linear solution can readily improved by iteration:

P
R

f , (30b)

with i being the iteration number. A detailed investigation of the transition of pf to near zero

values, employing Taylor expansion of the square root in Eq. (26) and a double-precision square

root showed that the first iterate,
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Pf •£— (30c)

yields seven digit accuracy for pf < KT4 while the same re curacy can be obtained from the
quadratic equation for p/ > KT4. Thus, Eq. (26) is replaced in the LTC code by Eq. (30c) for
Pf< KT4.
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III. Description of the Feedback Reactivity

III.1 Temperature Changes in an Average Core Channel

An average core channel is described by four media: fuel (f), cladding (c), coolant (liquid

sodium, L) and structural steel (s). The original heat balance equations for these four media

(Ref. 6) are modified by subtracting an initial stationary state and by dividing by the heat

capacities of the left side. This gives equations for the respective temperature differences with

material properties essentially described by time constants:

8p-Xfc$Tf-8Tc) (31a)

- 8rL) (3ib)

— i = XU$TC - &Tt) - KuiS TL - 6T,) - Xu[f • (STL - 6T,-) + 8/ ATL0 (31c)
at

dBT,
^ U(8T5r) . (31d)

The first index of Vs refers to the index of the balance equation temperature, the second to the

neighboring medium. In Eqs. (31), the bT are the temperature changes in the fuel, cladding,

coolant (L) and steel respectively; Bp is the change in relative power, 5 / the change of die

relative flow/.

The time constants and coefficients are given by the expressions of Eqs. (32). The numerical

values of the various factors are for the SAFR reactor design, provided by J. E. Cahalan (Ref.

2 K ^ = 4 I ( )

1 PfCfAf J

= 4.725/J

2itrshr.
p= 6.6l3/s
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2thioCL

(32 com.)
2ic^ L = 3 g 7 5 / s =

The r - and A-values are effective radii and areas; px and cx are density* and specific-heat
values, the A*, are effective heat transfer coefficients from medium x to medium v; mt&o is the
initial coolant mass flow, and AZ the channel length (core height). The quantity

= 89.75AT) is the initial average temperature difference between fuel and cladding and
= 76.38AT) the initial average between coolant in the core and the inlet

Equations (31) give first the heat source and then the loss terms. It is rewritten here to
conform with the structure of the delayed neutron and decay heat equations, having first a
(negative) "decay" term and then a (positive) driving or forcing function:

(33a)

;fif (33b)

dSTr
— ~ = - XLSTL + XLUHJTC + LuSTs + LufSTt - xLObf) (33c)

at
d&T.

^ X8r + X8r (33d)

The new time constants and coefficients are composite of the original ones given in Eqs.

= 0.207

(f=l) (34)

= 0.687 (/-=1)

- 0.102 r/*l)

XLi/\L=0.2U(f=l)

* Following standard noution, densities as well as reactivities are denoted by p; thus, p / in Eq. (32) is the fuel
density, vs. Pf in Eq. (23) denotes the feedback reactivity.
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Introducing the notation D for the driving functions in Eqs. (33) brings the heat balance

equations in the condensed form

.a-Xc8r e + M>c (35)
at

i

The definitions of the driving functions are apparent from the comparison of Eqs. (33) and (35).

The solutions of Eqs. (35) are given by the respective convolution integrals:

t

8r(r) = X//3(O«"X(w')<*' = V(O) . (36)
o

Inserting the individual driving functions of Eqs. (33) yields as solutions

5T, = A7>c0 Vf{8p) +

cTc = LjV&Tf) + LCLVCQTL) (37)

STL = LUVL(STC) + Lu VL(8TS) + LuVL(fSTi) - XL0VL(8f)

In this notation, the index of the time constant X is attached as index to V, and the argument of V
gives the particular driving function.

The values of Xc( = 22.S2Js) and of XL( £ 64.78/j) are so large that the corresponding
convolution integrals (Vc and VL) can be replaced by their singular perturbation limit, Le., by he
driving function itself, as

( O ( 0 • (38)
o
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Thus, Eqs. (37) can be simplified as

(39)

STL = LtJ>Tc + LutiTs + LufSTi - xL08f

Equations (39) are programmed in LTC.

Three additional temperature changes are needed for the complete feedback description:

The outlet temperature is approximated by:

STna = 87, + 2(5TL - 87-) . (40)

The temperature of the load-pad is calculated from 8 7 ^ . The particular form of the feedback
resulting from the load pad expansion requires the use of an effective sodium temperature at die
load pad level STfe which is derived in Sec. III.2 [Eq. (47b)].

STf =XlpUitg{tf)e-X*lt-t')dtf . (41)

The second component of the radial expansion results from the expansion of the grid plate, &Tg,
which is calculated from 87",:

(42)

HI.2 The Feedback Reactivity

For the application in the source multiplication formula, Eqs. (12) or (15a), the feedback
reactivity, p/, is directly calculated from the respective temperature changes

p/ = 0087/+ am[(l - STUCK) 87/ + STUCK 87r] + aL8rL

The temperature coefficients [the a-values in Eq. (43)] are listed in Tab. I. The numerical values
are from Ref. 11. The temperature coefficient ao is the Doppler coefficient. The axial
expansion coefficient is «« ; the axial expansion may be constrained by the fuel rod being stuck
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at the clad (STUCK • 1) or it may be free to expand (STUCK » 0). The respective axial

expansion would be proportional to the clad (oTc) or the fuel (87/) temperatures. With a value

between 0 and 1 assigned to STUCK, one can describe "mixed" states of the core, for which only

a certain fraction of the fuel rods is constrained by the clad. The positive temperature coefficient

of the coolant is given by ai.

TABLEI
Feedback Coefficients

Notations

aD = p 1 3

fl« = PM

OL = Pis

10°X4C=Pl6

OCR = Pl8

&VHP = Pl9

aVcp = P20

Physical Basis

Doppler effect

ipcial expansion

sodium expansion

coefficient for 5p^ in Eqs. (47)
r

grfd plate or load-pad expansion

control-rod drive line expansion

vessel-HP-expansion
vessel-CP-expansion

Value (Ref. 11)

- .0980/K

-.14320/K
+.1V150/K

78.9

-.1184#K
-.11100/K
+ .0620/K

+ .0620/K

The expansion effects of the load-pad (Sp^,) and a grid plate (^57^) are both based on the

radial expansion coefficient, ar> which is calculated for a uniform radial expansion as it would

result from identical temperature changes at the grid plate and the load-pad level. This would be

the case if only the inlet temperature changes. Assuming equilibrium temperatures one would

then have:

from which follows:

ag = y ar (always)

(44)

(45a)

(45b)

Additional load-pad expansion comes from $TL > 87,. The subassemblies then "flower out" like

a wedge. The average additional expansion reactivity is given by
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. (46)

again, assuming equilibrium temperatures. In Eq. (46), the ratio of the core mid-plane (XMC) to
the above core (XAC) load-pad elevation is applied to give the proper axial Sl%ff average
expansion (e.g., Ref. 9).

During transients, the delay in establishing the temperature changes is to be taken into
account This gives for 8p^:

1
. (47a)

By defining an effective coolant temperature, at the load pad, oTfe/

+2 f~<fflMt-8r<)-8r,+4^(8r£-8r,) , (47b)

Eq. (47a) can be written as

t • (47c)

The three remaining reactivity components, the expansion effects of the control rod drive line
(8pc*) and of the vessel, adjacent to hot (VHP) and cold (VCP) pools, are calculated in the
coolant loop. The expansion effect Spcx is calculated from die temperature of the hot-pool
sodium.

The convolution integrals and the respective time constants are listed in Tab. n. The two

convolution integrals, Vfof) and Vj{PdirPo\ result from a split of V/5p):

, (48)

which is needed in the next section.
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TABLE II

Feedback Convolution Integrals

Notations

Vf$Tc)

VipihTtff)

vgm)

Vs(hTL)

V/pf)

VCR(&TLHP)

V(6»

Vf(Pdh -Po)

VvHpfflLHP)

VVcp(8TVCp)

V(13)

V(14)

V(15)

V(16)

V(17)

V(18)

V(19)

V(20)

V(21)

V(22)

Definitions

XfjbTAty^^dt'

0

XsJ6TL(t')e~Klt~t')dt'

Xf'jpfit^-^'-'^dt'
0

XcRJSTUip(t')e-*<*('-ndt'

0

VvHp(t)perSec.III.32

VVCp(t)perSec.lII3.3

lvalues (1/s)

3L /=X13 =4.108

Xtp = Xu = 2.0

X 1 =Xi 5 = .OO92

X, = X 1 6 = 3.975

X/ = Xi7 =4.108

Xc«=X18 = .O41

X/=Xi9 =4.108

X/=X2o =4.108

X#P = X31 =.00085

XF = X25 = .00085
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m.3 The Feedback Reactivity for the Quadratic Dynamics Equation

The feedback reactivity components for the source multiplication formula, Eq. (12), are all

based on the respective temperature changes. As the equation system for these 57 is coupled,

one has to iterate the calculation of core temperature changes and of the fission power Pf. This

iteration is combined with the implicit treatment of p/(tH+l) in 0/ and sd which has been outlined

in Sec. II.4, leading to the quadratic dynamic equation (QDE) for the calculation of p/<rn+1).

Then, the direct appearance of p/fo+i) in p / needs to be isolated so P/(f«+i) becomes

available in the form of Eq. (23). The only contribution to the "present" term in Eq. (23) comes

from V/5/0 in 57/ of Eqs. (39). However, as the approximate calculation of 57C and of &TL in

Eqs. (39) do not apply convolution integrals, 57/ also appears in 6TC and through 57C in oTj,.

This represents an instantaneous influence of 57/ on 57C and 57^,. [see Eqs. (56) and (57)].

The fuel temperature is split as [see Eqs. (39) and (48)]

57/ = A7 /c0 Vf (pf) + [A7 / C 0 VftPdk-PQ) + Vy(57c)J . (49)

The VfiPf) is decomposed into a historical and a present components per Eq. (20), applied

here to the feedback term, k = 17 (see Tab. II):

$7 'Pf(tn+l) . (50)

This gives the 57/-split as

87>(rn+1) = BTf(tH+l) + 57? • Pfitn+i) (51)

with

= A7 /c0 [V2o(f»+i)+Afr(*n+i)] + vi3('»+i) (52a)

(52b)

Analogous is the split of 57C and §TL:
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l) (53)

1) . (54)

Because the equations for 5TC and $TL are coupled per Eqs. (39), the determination of the
components of Eqs. (53) and (54) requires some algebra. The result is:

( 5 5 )

6T*= l_lLcLcL [LcM+LcL&LsSTs+LufSTi-Xodf)] (56)

(57)
-LLCLCL

[ ? ] . (58)

Inserting Eqs. (52) to (58) in the reactivity formula Eq. (43) yields readily the split of p/ of
Eq. (23) with

#P/('«+i) = aDBTf + aM [(1 - STUCK) 87f + STUCK • 87*] + aL87f (59)

+ UghTg +

Ppf = aD8T^+ f lax[(l-STUCK)-8rf +STUCK •87fj+aL8r£ . (60)

Although the load pad reactivity contains 87^ it is considered part of Hpf because of its
additional heat-up delay.
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IV. Temperature in the Coolant Loop and Pools

IV.l The Coolant Loop Model

For the calculation of the temperatures in the major components of the coolant loop, and the

evaluation of the delays of the sodium and steel heatup during transients a simplified description

of the primary coolant loop, depicted in Fig. 1, is applied in which instantaneous mixing of

sodium is assumed within each pool. The sodium flows from the core (C) through the Upper

Internal Structure (UIS) to the hot pool (HP), from there through piping, including die

intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), to the cold pool (CP). The UIS is combined with the hot

pool. The flow delay in the primary loop, between core outlet and IHX outlet, is all accounted

for in the loop-component "piping and intermediate heat exchanger", called HX for simplicity.

DHR

Hot Pool (HP)

Cold Pool (CP)

Steel Vessel

Fig 1: Primary coolant loop model
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Thus, the power coming out of the HX, P%£, equals the power coming into HX some fc seconds
(here 24s) earlier, minus the extracted power, Px(t):

P%(t) = PHP(t-tL)-Px(t). (61)

From the HX the coolant enters the cold pool (CP) and from there the core inlet. Decay heat
removal is considered out of the hot pool, POUR* and &t the vessel surface, with P$p and P$p

being the HP and CP components respectively. Thus, the total heat rejection rate has four
contributions:

Pr=Px+PDHR+PVP+PP • (62)

IV.2 Temperatures of the Pool Components

The temperature calculation is a simplified version of the treatment presented by Cahalan
(Ref. S). It is described here first for a generic pool and then specialized for the two pools of die
flow loop model of Fig. 1. The heat transfer equation for the generic pool is

CL-^p = WP cL [rta<0 - 7i(0] -(M), [r t(0 - T,(0 J -(M)(C (7t(r) -7V(t)] -PDHR • (63)

In Eq. (63), the subscripts L and s refer to the (liquid) sodium coolant and the steel; CL is die
sodium heat capacity [Ws/K] and Q, its specific heat [Ws/kgK]; Wp is the primary system flow
rate [kg/s] and (hA) the respective steel/coolant convection coefficient [W/K]; Ti is the coolant
temperature; Ts and Tv are the pool-intemal and vessel steel temperatures respectively; PDHR is
the decay heat removal power which applies only to the hot pool.

Dividing Eq. (63) by Q, introduces time constants, X:

-rv(r)] -PDHRICL , (64)

with the flow time constant, X ,̂,

where Mi is the sodium mass in the pool. Furthermore,
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(66a)

(66b)

are die time constants of die two steel components of die pool (internal and vessel). The ratios r

are given by

(67a)

(67b)

Equation (64) is rewritten by introducing a driving or forcing function, DT(t),

(68)

with Df(t) being die pool inlet temperature reduced by die effects of die steel heat-up and heat

rejection:

^ [ ) jg [ ] i ^ | ( 6 9 )

Instead of using die temperatures as such, it is more convenient to use increments above the

initial stationary state:

. (70)

The initial stationary balance per Eq. (64) is given by

- **, [ «0 J sL s y 0 JOJ ryx V [ LO VOJ QJL '

Equation (68) assumes then die form

(72)
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where D (t) is the driving function for the incremental temperature, 57/,:

D(t) = STinit) -r^Y~ (oT/,(f) -57,(0] -rVL ~ fc,(O -Wv(O] . (73)
Aw I J A>iy L J

The incremental driving function, D(t), does not contain the P/>//x-tsrm any more; as it is

assumed to be constant it cancels by subtracting the initial condition, Eq. (71).

The solution of Eq. (72) is a convolution integral

t

' . (74)

As £)(O depends on 57/,, Eq. (74) is an implicit solution, which is treated iteratively. It should

be noted that for LOF transients the flow rate, Wp, and thus Xw depend on time. Equation (74)

needs then to be generalized as presented in App. A.

The first term, in Eq. (73), 67^(0, is available after the temperature calculation in the

previous loop component. The steel temperatures in the forcing function, Eq. (73), need to be

calculated from their respective balance equations before 57/, can be found from Eq. (74):

•jt STs(t) = -Xs8Ts(t) + Xs8TL(t) (75a)

(75b)48Tv(0 = -V5rv(0dt

An extrapolated value for 5 TL is used in Eqs. (75). The solutions are given by

i

8T5(0 = Vs(t) = \s f 8rL(r>-x ' ( r~o <fr' (76a)

(0 = VV Q) = Xv ) UTL <O - ^ ^ 1 J g-UM V , (76b)

with

S (77)
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Equations (74) through (77) are solved "iteratively" in the LTC program; a single iterative
step appears to yield sufficient accuracy as all temperatures are slowly varying functions within a
time-step: STS and 57V are extrapolated linearly through the interval tH to tH+\, using parabolic
approximations up to tn based on the three recent values. Equations (74) then yield a first iterate
of hTL, which is inserted in Eqs. (76). The calculated values of 8TS and 87V at tH+l are then
applied as base points for determining a forcing function parabola from rn_i through tH+\, from
which the second iterate of 8TL is calculated. Equations (76) then yield the "updated" steel
temperature changes.

IV.3 Temperatures in the Hot Pool (HP) and the Control Rod Drive Line

An "effective" hot pool (HP) is defined by combining the respective sodium and steel masses

of the upper core structure and the upper internal structure. It is this combination that is called

"HP" in the following.

The general temperature balance equation, Eq. (63), applied to the sodium in the "HP" is:

- WPcL [r£,(0-7f (0] - (hA)»p [iT<0 - 1?<f)] (78)

The inlet temperature is the core-outlet T ^ ; decay heat removal (PDHR) and heat-up of the
vessel are included.

The resulting temperature per Eq. (74) is given by

dT2P(t) = vZP(t) = \»ptlDHP(t')e-Klt-t')dt' , (79)
o

with

D»p(t) = WS.«-*flr^r [87^(0 - W*w] - H£ j £ - [STT(0 - 87^(o] , (80)

per Eq. (73). The steel and vessel temperatures are pre-calculated per Eqs. (75) applied to HP.
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Having the sodium temperature in the HP allows a ready calculation of the control-rod drive
line temperature:

j
o

IV.4 Outlet Temperature of the Intermediate Heat-Exchanger
Equation (61) describes the flow of energy in the simplified HX-model applied here.

Subtracting the initial condition yields

SPlJ£(t) = &PHP(t-tL)-SPx(t) . (82)

For TOP transients the HX heat rejection is assumed to be constant. The HP-sodium
temperature rise is just passed through as SPX = 0:

8r$L(O = 5rif/VfL) for TOP. (83)

For a Loss-of-Heat-Sink accident, Px(t) decreases. A simple linear approximation is applied
for t S xwliS (and zero thereafter)

Multiplication by QVPCLT1 converts Eq. (82) into

(85)

The HX-outlct temperature is inlet temperature for the cold pool. The balance equation for
the cold-pool sodium and the analytical and numerical treatment is completely analogous to the
hot-pool:

Instead of Eq. (63) one has the temperature balance equation

P' [ f f ] . (86)
Thus, replacing 7frt by T™, deleting PQUR, and changing all superscripts from HP into CP
converts Eq. (78) into Eq. (85). The subsequent equations, Eqs. (79) and (80) apply with these
changes.
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IV.5 The Sodium Pool Temperatures During LOF Transients

With the sodium flow rate being time dependent during LOF transients, the associated time

constant X* in Eq. (72) depends on time. Equation (72) is then replaced by

•4L 87X0 = - M 0 8 T ( 0 + A(f) , (87)

with

and

, (89)

applicable to all pools.

The solution of Eq. (87), for 87/(0) = 0, is

dtr (90)

The numerical treatment of this convolution integral is presented in App. A.
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V. Quasistatic Approximations of Transients Phenomena

V.I General Discussion

The presented transient model contains implicit solutions of about 30 differential equations

in form of convolution integrals with time delays ranging from about 0.1 seconds to over 300

hours. For slow transients, especially during transitions into an asymptotic stationary state, the

shorter time delays become unimportant, as the driving function changes very little during a

delay period x = 1/X.; i.e.

$~- « 1 during x=j- . (91)

The fractional rate of change is then much smaller than X:

In these cases, the convolution integral can be replaced by the driving function; this is a

"quasistatic approximation" in which a rapid process is assumed to occur instantaneously.

Mathematically, time constants (X) of a very rapid process are eliminated by the limit

X -» <», i.e., by the method of "singular perturbations" (see e.g., Ref. 10). It is best demonstrated

by considering an implicit solution, of a differential equation

^ ) , (93)

which has the form of a convolution integral. In the limit X —>«» ,

lim f(x,t) = lim f U>(x,O e^"1*) tf , (94)

the integral becomes singular but only for an infinitely short time, namely at t' = t, blending out

D(x.fO at t' -• t, much like a 8 - function does:

. (95)

This eliminates the time derivative oif(x,t) in Eq. (93), leaving as residual the static equation.
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V.2 Quasistatic Approximations in Reactor Dynamics

There are several "levels" of quasistatic approximations in reactor dynamics in general and

in the presented LMR transient analysis model in particular. The quantitative requirements are
briefly addressed here.

The first level of a quasistatic approximation is the elimination of the time derivative of the

neutron flux shape function in space-energy dependent kinetics (Ref. 11).

The second level, applied to the point-reactor model, is the prompt jump approximation

(PJA), which consists of the elimination of the time derivative of the ./fax amplitude function (see

e.g. Ref. 12), approximated here by the fission power, />/*)• Solving Eq. (4a) gives [Xp is the

prompt inverse period (p-|5)/A]

pW-lZZLe-**-4**'. (96)

The limit Xp-> oo or A-» 0 yields the PJA:

lim^p/O= / V , r ) . (97)

Thus in the PJA, the time variation of pft) needs to be negligible during a prompt period:

R f T~*
— - < 1 during xp = M ~ = l(T*s . (98)
Pf [ A J

This condition is fully satisfied for all typical TOP, LOF and WHS transients in LMRs.

A quasistatic approximation for extremely slow transients has been proposed by Sevy13:

0 , (99)

being the simplest kinetics equation. The quasistatic approximation that is the underlying

assumption is readily obtained from Eq. (97). It requires that the delayed neutron source is

approximated quasistatically:

from which follows Eq. (99). Thus, the applicability of Eq. (99) requires
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• ^ -c 1 during ^ ~ = 0.35* • • • 80s . (101)
Pf M ^6

Other quasistatic approximations are applied in the feedback description. If all convolution
integrals in the feedback reactivity are replaced by the respective forcing functions, treating all
of them as singular perturbations, one obtains the quasistatic feedback reactivity, pf:

= lim £ faVk(t)= £ p*At(r). (102)
* Jfc>12

Applicability of this approximation requires

-^£ < l during ~- for * > 12 . (103)
Pf M

As the longest mean heat-up time, the one for the vessel is about 20 min, the quasistatic
approximation of all feedback effects can be applied in the transition into a steady state
asymptotic solution.

After the asymptotic solution has been assumed, the inequalities Eqs. (101) and (103) are
automatically satisfied, as o/y has become zero. The asymptotic solution is independent of the
treatment of the transient (except when lasting changes occur during the transient).

V.3 Quasistatic Features in the LTC Model

Quasistatic approximations in the LTC method are made for the neutron flux: the flux shape
adjustment is disregarded as it is assumed to be constant (Point Reactor Model, PRM), and
within the PRM, the prompt jump approximation is made, assuming die flux to follow
quasistatically the reactivity and source (sj) changes. Other quasistatic approximations are made
in the core temperature calculation for the shorter delay times (x<50ms orX>20/s). The
calculated values of the convolution integrals would be extremely close to the respective forcing
functions. As the transient variation slows down in its transition into an asymptotic state more
and more of the 30 calculated convolution integrals gradually approach their respective forcing
function. However, making use of this aspect would complicate the computer program and is
therefore not done.
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VI. Numerical Results

VI.l Time Steps and Computation Time

The main goal of the physical model and the computational algorithm described above was

to stretch the time steps to a size that makes the transient problem amenable to a PC. Further

savings in computation time are achieved by structuring the time steps in blocks of typically 40

to 80 steps of equal length. Then, all exponential functions need to be calculated only once per

block; the time step selection algorithm is also executed only once per block, based on the

maximum relative power change in the previous block (see App. B). User set are the initial time

step, the criterial for the automatic time-step selection algorithm, and the length of the maximum

time step.

A typical initial time step is 1.0 second, which is gradually increased to a set maximum value

(e.g. 32 seconds) as the transient approaches its asymptotic state. The computation time per time

step is about 1.6 seconds on a 386-PC. The complete analysis of a TOP transient which may

reach asymptotic state in about 2.5 hours takes about 400 time steps, i.e. about 10 minutes of

computing time. Results printed out during the run allow the user to observe the transient, its

power and reactivity trajectories and various temperatures. The on-line print as well as

additional results are filed for subsequent inspection or application. This computing time can be

considerably reduced if the program is compiled and a math-coprocessor be used.

VI.2 Accuracy of the Power Trajectory

The strongest dependency of the accuracy in a TOP transient on the size of the time step is

during the insertion of the reactivity. Therefore, the accuracy is investigated for the initial

period, the initial rise of the power to its maximum and part of the subsequent decline. The

step-size section algorithm was effectively turned off for this investigation by setting the criteria

for doubling the step-size to 10"4 rather than the more practical value of 1% of the maximum

absolute change during the previous block. It should be noted that this 1% value refers to a

change and not to an inaccuracy. The inaccuracy corresponding to this change in relative power

is probably less than 10"2%.

Table III shows in its first column the time in seconds and in its second column the power

calculated with 0.5s step size for time values ranging from 4s to 240s. The reactivity insertion

rate was 10/s up to a maximum value of 200. The other three columns list the percentage

differences of power trajectories calculated with Is, 2s and 4s step sizes respectively.
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TABLE HI

Accuracy of the Power Calculation

t(s)

4.000
8.000
12.000
16.000

20.000
24.000
28.000

32.000
36.000
40.000

48.000
56.000
64.000
72.000
80.000
96.000

112.000
128.000

160.000
176.000
192.000
208.000
224.000
240.000

Pos(t)

1.03662

1.07955
1.12761
1.17935

1.22315

1.24643
1.25689

1.26411
1.26929
1.27307

1.27761
1.27919
1.27859

1.27635
1.27284

1.26311
1.25102
1.23762

1.20938
1.19533
1.18165
1.16849
1.15595
1.14409

Pi.o(O-Po.5(O[%]

-0.030
0.001
0.006
0.008
-0.008
-0.010
0.007

0.010

0.013
0.014

0.017
0.018
0.018
0.017
0.017
0.013
0.011
0.009

0.005
0.003
0.001
-0.001
-0.002
-0.003

P2.o(t)-Pojs(t)[%]

0.195
-0.113
0.112
-0.012

-0.061

-0.099
0.026

0.012
0.034

0.035

0.046
0.051
0.052

0.050
0.049
0.042
0.034

0.027

0.013
0.008
0.003

-0.003
-0.007
-0.010

P4.o(0-Pos(.t)[%\

1.054
0.570
-0.585
-0.320

0.289
-0.392
-0.872

0.016
0.589
0.044

0.129
0.074

0.143
0.089
0.127
0.105
0.084
0.064

0.031
0.018
0.005
-0.005
-0.015
-0.023
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The deviations between 1.0s and 0.5s results (p i.o vs. po.5) are of the order of magnitude of
10"4, fading down to 10~s well beyond the maximum. This suggests that

a) the O.Ss results, compared to 0.25s results would have a maximum deviation well below
10"4 throughout. The 0.5 second results thus represent an adequate reference for this
comparison.

b) The 1.0s results, p i.o, are generally accurate enough so that 1.0 second can be used as the
normal initial time step.

All results have their largest error at the first few time steps, as the reactivity and thus the
power (in the prompt jump approximation) start to increase with a discontinuous slope. Then,
the parabolic approximations of the power and other quantities have their poorest accuracy. As
projections are applied into the next interval, the initial error is passed on to the next interval. It
eventually fades away in a damped oscillation which is quite apparent in the 4.0s (p4 .0 ) results.
After the maximum, the inaccuracies of even the 4s-step results are smaller than 0.1%.

The comparatively large early inaccuracies of the 2s- and 4s-step results would of course not
appear in a practical calculation. Practical calculations would be started with a Is time step
which increases later to 2, 4, up to about 32s as the power variation becomes increasingly
smooth and slowly varying.
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VI.3 Maximum Reactivities

The fundamental assumption needed to stretch the time steps to one or many seconds is the

prompt jump approximation, which requires the net reactivity to remain below 1$. Figure 2
.maxshows the maximum reactivities for input (external) TOP initiating reactivities, p j ' ~ , ranging

from 0.2$ to 1.6$, rising to these values at 20/s rate.

The first two transients, pjj1"* = 20 0 and 400 have maximum net reactivity values pj£5x of

about 80 and 110 respectively. For the larger p^1** values the maximum of the net reactivity

occurs during the ramp insertion and is independent of pjj1** itself. The net reactivity for

insertions of 800 or more, shown in Fig. 2 up to 1.60$, reaches a maximum value of only 120.

This justifies the application of the prompt jump approximation, and thus of the LTC program

even for TOP initiating reactivities far in excess of 1$.

20 30 40 50 60

TIME (Seconds)

Fig. 2 Reactivity as function of time for several TOP cases
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Summary

The simplified model for LMR transient analysis, formulated by J. E. Cahalan (Ref. 6), was
the basis for this development. It employs lumped descriptions for the heat transfer equation in
each component, such as fuel cladding, coolant, structure, grid-plate, etc, thus expressing the
average heat transfer in ordinary differential equations. The neutronics is treated in the point
kinetics approximation.

In addition to these simplifications, the prompt jump approximation is applied, limiting the
net reactivity to the subprompt critical domain. This approximation appears to be justified as the
strong negative feedback effectively keeps the net reactivity well below prompt critical. An
investigation of the maximum net reactivities, pES* (see Sec. V.3), showed that for a 20/s ramp
the maximum reactivity, pJlf remains below 0.15$, even for initiating reactivities, p?**, well in
excess of 1$ (here 1.6$). If p™** is large enough, the net value, p£5\ is determined by the ramp
rate, independent of pm" itself.

The differential model of Ref. 6 has been converted into an integral model. All neutronics,
decay heat and heat transfer balance equations are then expressed in terms of convolution
integrals in a lucid unified description (Sections n to IV). In the finite differencing of the time
scale, an implicit recursion formula for the convolution integrals was developed (Sec. m.3). Its
application to neutronics as well as feedback brings the kinetics equation into the form of a
quadratic equation, the "quadratic dynamics equation" (Sec. III.4).

This computational model has been programmed in GW-BASIC for PCs. The integral and
implicit formulations allow transients to be run with a starting time step of 1 second, increasing
gradually to about 32 seconds in the slower later phases of transients. A typical TOP transient of
about 2.S hours of duration is run on a 386 PC in about 10 minutes. Program compilation and
application of a math-coprocessor could substantially reduce this running time.
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Appendix A
Numerical Treatment of Convolution Integrals

Constant Lambda

For the finite difference evaluation of convolution integrals one has to distinguish three

types:

I. Convolution integrals, VJ(t\ over the fission power, p/(t), which directly affect the
quadratic dynamics equation [Eq. (25a)]:

Vl(tn+l) = \j pjit") «.-*'••'-''> dt'; (Al)

Pf(t) is represented here by a parabola with the base points f«_i, tn, tn+\\ the resulting
formula is to be solved for/jy(/n+1) [see Eqs. (16) through (20)].

II. Convolution integrals over a driving function, D (t), that needs to be extrapolated from

Vn(tn+l ) = X j Z> (O e"*'"!-'') dt'. (A2)

m. Convolution integrals, Vin(t), in which the driving function is being known up to and
including rn+1.

For the first type, the implicit finite difference scheme is described in Sec. n.3.1. It yields
the "present" Pf - terms in the delayed neutron source [Eqs. (22)] and the feedback reactivity
[Eq. (23)], which form the three terms of the quadratic dynamics equation, Eq. (25a).

In the second type, D (t0 is extrapolated through the last interval. An implicit scheme is not
useful in this case as no component of D(tn+i) can be obtained from Eq. (26). These
convolution integrals make up those feedback terms that do not directly depend on the fission
power.

The linear extrapolation applied in the calculation of Vn uses the slope at tn, D(tH), as
obtained from a parabolic interpolation of the recent three values (fB_2» *n-i > '»)• To obtain the
recursion formula for Eq. (A2), it is first split as in Eq. (17), with
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(tn)(t'-tn) e^'"1"0 rt'
J

, (A3)

with Mo and M \ given in Eqs. (19). This results in

V(tH+l) = V{tn)e-^ +D(tn)M0 +D(tn)Ml , (A4)

which is entirely calculated from prior values.

For the third type, V!!l, a parabolic representation can be extended to tn+i, using the base

pointsfw.i,r,,andfB+1:

with V(tn+i) given by

Time Dependent Lambda

(AS)

(A6)

The calculation of the hot and cold pool temperatures during an LOF transient requires the

numerical evaluation of convolution integrals with a time dependent X, given in Eq. (88). The

finite difference formulation is derived in complete analogy with the one for constant X, Eqs.

(16) and (17), i.e. the convolution integral V(tn+i),

'••1

' - J - J X(t")dt"
t'

dt' , (A7)

is written as recursion formula

with

(A8)

Xn+i = cxp - \X(t)dt (A9a)

and
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= j A(Oexp

The integrand /(r,rn+1) is represented by a parabola:

dt (A9b)

- / (A 10)

This gives for SV(tn+\) simply

(All )

to be used in Eq. (A8).
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Appendix B

LTC: LMR Transient Calculation Code
Brief Description

A manual of the LTC code which includes a program-listing is issued separately (Rcf. 7).

Only a brief description of the LTC program is presented here. Primary emphasis is placed on

the aspects that contribute to the reduction in the computation time and limit the storage

requirements to the approximately 60K which can be addressed by GW-B ASIC.

The program is written in GW-BASIC for an IBM XT (or compatible) with about 1050 lines

of coding. A version in C has been programmed by M. E. Boerner (Ref. 8). In the GW-BASIC

version about 200 lines are Input, Input echoing and Input editing screens, leaving about 850

lines for the actual program. The LOF transient is not included in the GW-BASIC version

because of storage limitations (see below).

Temporal Structure

The program is run in blocks of equal time steps. The duration of each block is longer than

the coolant flow delay (fc) between core-outlet and inlet, so that prior values need to be "looked

up" only in the same or the previous block. Then, only two blocks of arrays have to be retained

in the memory. This allows to run the program for any length of time without storage problems.

A further advantage of the use of time-step blocks is that all exponential functions need to be

calculated only once per block. The flow delay time fc for TOP and LOHS is typically about 20

to 30s. For LOF-transient this delay becomes much larger such that the storage requirements for

saving the outlet history exceed the amount that can be addressed by GW-BASIC.

A typical initial time step is 1 second. Reduction of the initial time step to 0.50 and 0.25

seconds did not show any change in the power in the first 4 to 5 digits (see Sec. V.I). For each

block the maximum percentage power change is calculated and, the time step size is doubled or

halved depending on user specified limits. The advantage of the solution of the integral

equations is that the time steps can be fairly large (>\s) compared to a solution of differential

equations.
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